MAKE YOUR IDEA A REALITY

GREEN HIPPO

HIPPOTIZER MEDIA SERVERS
Design, Prepare, Deliver with the award winning Hippotizer toolkit.
Green Hippo are one of the leading players in media manipulation and 3D Mapping. The award winning Hippotizer™ range can be found providing real-time video playback for TV and Broadcast, Concert Tours, Installations, Theatre and Live Events worldwide.

Hippotizer has always been the ‘pocket knife’ of media servers; solving lots of problems with a single solution and offering designers the tools to plan, manage and manipulate complex video projects.

WWW.GREEN-HIPPO.COM
Hippotizer products have been used on many different projects ranging from elegant high resolution displays to multi-arena tours.

CREDIT: © ELECTRIC FOREST FESTIVAL
Whether an electronic music festival, movie premiere or a corporate party, no two live events are the same.

Hippotizer offers a complete set of intuitive video-playback, mapping and creative tools so you wow the audience every time. Thanks to the free PLAY software, built-in Visualiser and integrated planning tools, Hippotizer event programming can start from the comfort of your studio.

Onsite, Hippotizer’s multi-user network based architecture means that content management, programming and 3D mapping can all happen in parallel so you are up and running fast.

The unmatched DMX integration, built in Timeline, Midi and Streamdeck integration ensure you can tailor the control solution to the show.

Map thousands of light points easily and effectively
Create the most elaborate LED designs
Hippotizer’s unique control architecture, dynamic mapping capabilities and ease of use make it the ideal choice for fixed installations.

Hippotizer media servers bring a fresh approach to fixed installations. Thanks to the built-in 3D Visualizer and extensive mapping capabilities, even the most complex display setups can be planned and delivered with ease. Work offline with the Visualizer to test new media, programming changes, and updates so they can be deployed to site quickly and with confidence. Easily mix content from different sources whether custom-made logos and backgrounds, live feeds, or customer sourced clips onto the outputs using the intuitive composition and mapping systems. Extensive support for popular network-based protocols makes Hippotizer easy to trigger and monitor from any control system.
From Castle Projections to projecting on water, Architectural and environmental 3D and 2D mapping have become increasingly popular over the past few years with many high profile celebrations incorporating stunning projection mapping projects. Hippotizer boasts a host of components enabling the most intricate mapping projects. Using SHAPE for 3D mapping or Mask, Warp and Keystone features the projection can be perfectly aligned, while unrestricted DMX universes allow for the most elaborate LED designs.

ENHANCE YOUR ENVIRONMENT WITH
STUNNING MAPPING SOLUTIONS

Seamless mixing of content from a variety of sources

Integrated 3D mapping and Visualization.

Pixel-perfect Video Mapping
An intuitive, easy to use and flexible structure make Hippotizer the ideal choice for creative video playback for Houses of Worship.

Hippotizer Media Servers form the backbone of video control for some of the most complex Worship services today. Hippotizer’s intuitive user customizable ZooKeeper interface with built-in 3D Visualizer enables creativity and confidence with minimal training. Comprehensive support for 3rd party protocols such as DMX, TCP or Midi seamlessly integrate Hippotizer with existing control systems.
Inspire the next generation and create immersive learning environments for every education facility. With Hippotizer™ Media Servers you can import your sources and media, manipulate your content and output to your displays, all with real-time control.

Engage your students and create end-to-end workflows with Hippotizer™ Media Servers.

HIPPOSCHOOL IN YOUR CURRICULUM

Green Hippo’s Hippotizer™ training sessions ‘HippoSchool’ have been running for over 7 years. HippoSchool has visited 38 countries worldwide across 5 continents, training over 2000 students, freelancers and professionals from ages 14 up to 70 as well as implemented in Higher Education facilities worldwide.

By keeping the curriculum in the hands of select and approved Green Hippo staff you can be assured that if it has the name HippoSchool on it, you’re receiving a structured, proven and current program of Hippotizer education run only by approved trainers with a passion for the product they are keen to share.
DESIGN  PREPARE  DELIVER
DESIGN
THE NEXT STEP IN COLLABORATIVE MANIPULATION AND PLAYBACK.

Upload and collaborate on media, present your ideas before programming, and understand your environment before you go to site. The next step in collaborative manipulation and playback.

INPUT
Hippotizer’s familiar layer composition system makes mixing clips and live capture sources fast and intuitive and with a variety of live capture options.

MANIPULATE
All Hippotizer products include an easy to use, feature-rich media management system and built-in FX engines that allows users to manage and manipulate their content locally or remotely.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Each unit includes an integrated media management system. Adding media is easy and fast.

All Hippotizer products include an easy to use, feature-rich media management system that allows the user to manage their content locally or remotely. With support for all popular industry media formats, the MediaManager provides an intuitive interface between the content creator and the playback system, converting any files to the optimal internal playback format automatically. Furthermore, it gives the user detailed control over encoding parameters, bandwidth and colour space to ensure smooth, high-quality playback. A flexible media-mapping system allows swift organisation of extensive libraries into banks or bins all using an intuitive drag and drop interface.

CREATIVE INTEGRATIONS

Green Hippo has collaborated with Notch to enable cutting edge real-time motion graphics, compositing, and video effects inside Hippotizer V4+. Create interactive and generative content and live video effects in a powerful, easy and stable workflow.

Hippotizer harnesses the power of the new TouchEngine API. TouchDesigner is an well-established video creation application that combines market leading extensibility, interoperability and customization enabling designers to create engaging generative and interactive content.
PREPARE
SEE IT BEFORE BELIEVING IT.

Popular playback features and real-time changes matched with previsualization tools help you realize your project from the very beginning.

OUTPUT
Hippotizer’s flexible structure makes outputting to any LED wall, projection or pixelmap fast and efficient.

SHOW MANAGER
Be in complete control of multiple productions and installations with Show Manager.

Easily load and save multiple shows on a single machine for easy show management and switching between different events.

VISUALIZER
Full resolution, full framerate 3D pre-visualization tool.

See it before building it. This powerful pre-programming tool allows models created in common 3D formats to be imported and reduces the steps from concept to reality with a full resolution, full framerate 3D Visualizer, built directly into Hippotizer’s control interface.

TIMELINE PLUS
Program hundreds of playback parameters with this keyframe interface.

With the new TimelinePlus, built from the ground up, this non-linear editor with keyframe interface is a familiar design and editing space with our built in 3D Visualizer, property panels and editor all on a single window.

Enjoy more creative freedom than ever before by transferring video over the network or Medialooks, the most popular Video SDK in the Broadcast market.
Deliver your vision.

Hippotizer offers a host of ways to control the system ideal for stand-alone installations.

Control

Hippotizer offers real-time control of any attribute. Design your system with flexibility using REST API, the ZooKeeper interface or with an external controller via DMX, MIDI, Stream Deck, OSC, Art-Net, or MANet.

- **Hipponet (Control)**
  - Control multiple units from a single ZooKeeper with HippoNet.

- **DMX Control**
  - Use the DMX Component uses ArtNet, MA-Net or sACN to enable Hippotizer to be controlled from a lighting desk.

- **Multi Controller**
  - Use the DMX Component uses ArtNet, MA-Net or sACN to enable Hippotizer to be controlled from a lighting desk.

- **REST API**
  - Create custom web-based controls for Hippotizer Media Servers through the new REST interface.
DEDICATED HARDWARE

Explore new, emerging workflows without limits

EUROVISION 2021
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Designed for productions and installs that depend on high-performance hardware and high-quality video playback, the next generation of hardware, Hippotizer V4+ MK2 delivers on the widely requested hardware features, giving up to 100% in increased performance for long term reliability. Explore new, emerging workflows without limits.

**OUR PRODUCT LINE**

**TIERRA+ MK2**
Unrivalled playback and generative performance make this the go-to Media Server for demanding, large event productions.

**BOREAL+ MK2**
Comfortable running demanding live events, medium sized generative projects, and 3D visualisation; perfect for rental and tours.

**KARST+ MK2**
Perfect for smaller events; combines tour-proof hardware with incredible performance to run two 4K outputs with confidence in just 2RU.

**MAYON+ MK2**
A dual HDMI output system to effortlessly drive smaller events and installations.

**AMBA+ MK2**
Compact and affordable yet powerful single output system for 4K installations or smaller live productions.

**NEVIS+**
Create, visualise and playback video in real-time, all from a small, purpose-built chassis with a Display Port 1.2 output.
Hardware Replacement is a trade-in program: existing Hippotizer V4 and V4+ owners can trade their systems in for brand-new Hippotizer V4+ MK2 servers for a discounted price.

Software Assurance determines what versions of new software will install onto a Hippotizer system; providing the certainty of future software features needed to plan your investment.

Together, Hardware Replacement and Software Assurance reduce the total cost of ownership of a Hippotizer Media Server, delivering a faster return on your investment.
Start your journey here with Hippotizer PLAY, the free to download, demo.

Learn how to play, encode, pre-program, and visualize for free with the award-winning Media Server software. Or use Hippotizer PREP and pre-program from the comfort of your own PC or laptop. Encode media or program a show with the full host of Hippotizer components.

Hippotizer™ PLAY
A free to download version of the Hipotizer™V4 software. Download it today.

Hippotizer™ PREP
Pre-programme and encode media from the comfort of your own PC or laptop.
Green Hippo has been developing high-performance video solutions for over 20 years. We also work closely with our sister brands to offer products and solutions that we see to be beneficial to our end users and clients, giving both our products and our partners more reach, to fulfill both practical and creative projects.

**VIDEO PROCESSORS**

**CORIOmaster®**

Powerful stand-alone video wall processor for expansive 1080p installations which can also display up to 5 4K video sources and up to 56 outputs.

**CORIOmaster2**

Optimized for 4K60 environments and is 8K ready. Display up to 40 4K video sources with no visible latency and up to 56 outputs in a 4RU.

**POWER & RACKING SOLUTIONS**

**ONErack™**

ONErack is a universal, powered mounting system that vastly improves rack installation of small devices.

**ONErack Spider**

ONErack is a universal, powered mounting system that vastly improves rack installation of small devices.

**MG-AOC-883-100 DisplayPort Extension**

DisplayPort 1.4 Low Smoke Zero Halogen Active Optical Cable 328ft (100m); Simple 8K60 4:4:4 extension.

**MG-AOC-88A**

Armored and watertight DisplayPort 1.4 active optical cable.
TAKE CONTROL AND LEARN

HIPPOSTIZER ANYWHERE, ANYTIME WITH HIPPO-SCHOOL

HippoSchool is designed specifically to show you how to operate, configure and get the most of your Hippotizer Media Server. And now, you can learn how to use the ZooKeeper control software from the comfort of your own home, with our new online platform.

SPECIAL PROJECTS & TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Projects are now expected to push the boundaries and are often required to venture into uncharted territories. At times like these, solid proactive technical and project support is a must. That’s why you’ll find a long-serving team of dedicated technical support staff at our global offices.
EMEA:
sales.europe@tvone.com
+44 (0)1843 873300

USA:
sales@tvone.com
+1 (513) 666 4210

training@green-hippo.com